
Blue Mondays
February 5 from 4-6PM

Cheese and Sake Pairing

258 N Palm Canyon Dr., Palm Springs

RSVP: 760-537-3838



Raclette Cheese
Produced from creamy cow’s milk, Raclette’s 

incomparable flavor is due to the rich flora of the lush, 

Swiss countryside. 

The name of the cheese is taken from the traditional 

language meaning to scrape – as Raclette is 

traditionally eaten hot and scrapped from the rind
directly onto the plate.

This full-bodied savory cheese can also be enjoyed in 

cold slices; whatever your style, this cheese makes for a 
wonderfully authentic family meal or dinner with friends.

Can be purchased at
“On The Mark”



Tasting Notes-Raclette Cheese

• Distinctively musty yet sweet

• Creamy, milky flavor and texture
• The browny orange colored rind and yellowy 

cheese adds a splash of color onto the plate

Pairing Notes

• A light bodied dry Sake with ample acidity is an ideal 
pair for sumptuous raclette

• The crispness of the dry Sake will cut through the 

creaminess of the cheese

• The dry profile won’t overpower the raclette’s 
delicate flavors

Can be purchased at
“On The Mark”



KIKUSUI JUNMAI GINJO
Tasting Notes

The clear nectar contained in this gorgeous blue bottle will 

impress upon you a gentle, fruity aroma and a light dry 

finish. A charming aspect of Kikusui Junmai Ginjo is that it 
draws out the inner flavors of accompanying dishes, 

however there is no single style of cuisine with which it 

absolutely must be paired. 

• Mandarin Orange

• Clean Spicy Finish

Sake Facts
• Class: Junmai Ginjo

• Rice: Gohyakumangoku

• Rice-Polishing Ratio: 55%

• Alcohol: 15%

• Brewery Location: Niigata

• Food Pairings: Tempura and other Deep-Fried foods, Fruit 

Salad.

• Sizes: 720ml

• Retail: 29.95



ITTEKI NYUKON JUNMAI GINJO

Tasting Notes
Mild aromatics, full-to-medium body and slightly dry. Easy 

and enjoyable to drink.

• Smooth

• Tangy

• Sharply dry finish

Sake Facts
• Class: Junmai Ginjo

• Rice: Japanese Rice

• Rice-Polishing Ratio: 60%

• Alcohol: 15-16%

• Brewery Location: Hiroshima Prefecture

• Food Pairings: Yakitori, Tempura, Grilled Fish

• Sizes: 720ml

• Retail: $29.95

Awards
• Good in Wine Glass Sake Award 2014



JINYU 100 POEMS JUNMAI GINJO

Tasting Notes
A tribute to the famous 13th century Hyakunin Isshu which 
contains a compilation of 100 greatest Tanka poems, 

spanning a period of 800 years.  

At the height of Tanka poetry, poetress, Ono no Komachi, 

whose likeness is depicted on the bottle, left behind a rich 
collection of her uniquely passionate, sensitive, and 

delicate works.  Tanka poetry is a highly stylized art form as is

Jinyu 100 Poems JG Sake 

• Full Bodied

• Melon & Plum 

• Anise

Sake Facts
• Class: Junmai Ginjo

• Rice: Bizen Omachi

• Rice-Polishing Ratio: 65%

• Alcohol: 15-16%

• Brewery Location: Chiba Prefecture

• Food Pairings: Compliments a variety of dishes.

• Sizes: 720ml

• Retail $39.95


